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Museum Hosts
Hands-on Event
featuring Native
American Artifacts

Also in this issue: the rich history of Sacred Heart Parish,
a World War II Veteran is honored and more

Dearborn Historical Museum Gift Shop
Own one of our best sellers below by visiting our website at thedhm.com

The Ford Homes:
Assembling a Neighborhood
$30.00
This book originally began as a visual
presentation of the exteriors of homes.
However, as the author continued the process of putting this together, he found that
the outside only showed part of the story.
People are the other necessary ingredient
in a book celebrating the centenary of this
area’s existence. Not only was it appropriate to include pictures of families but it
was also necessary to tell some stories of
the homes and the people who live here
and have lived here.
When ordering 5 or more books, price will be discounted to
$25 dollars per book.

Before Fair Lane
$30.00
Dearborn is enriched by a history of
its people and the homes in which they
have lived. Our most notable resident,
Henry Ford, had a castle he named Fair
Lane, which provides the reference point
in the title of this book. While the rest of
the city’s populace did not approach the
wealth of our homegrown automotive
magnate, many of them had delightful
homes in which they took respite not only
in Henry Ford’s day but also in the years
preceding him. Some of the homes features
in this
book are masterpieces of design. Others are humble, but each
remains for its inhabitants a place of shelter and comfort.
This book is meant to preserve images of homes that exist
today but might in the future be torn down for new homes. This
book is also meant to provide reminders of those homes that
are long gone but reflect a sense of “Old Dearborn.” There are
some stories as well.

Lost Dearborn
$22.00
Throughout its existence, Dearborn has
been a pioneer settlement, a multicultural hub, a college town, a major tourism
center and a world-renowned industrial
city. Unfortunately, due to a variety
of factors, significant structures have
been lost to time. Almost all of the
eleven U.S. Arsenal complex buildings have disappeared since the
arsenal was closed in 1875. The hall-

ways of the Edison School and Oxford School still live on in the
hearts of their students but were razed long ago. Even beloved
edifices such as the Ford Rotunda and the Ford Motor Company Administration building, built by Dearborn’s favorite son,
Henry Ford, are now only a memory. Author Craig E. Hutchison
endeavors to immortalize the important foundational building
blocks of an evolving city.

Dearborn, Michigan
A History of the Area and the People
$21.99
Located on the banks
of the Rouge
River just ten miles from
Detroit, the city
of Dearborn began as a
humble pioneer
settlement in the 1780s.
Over the course
of two centuries, it has
developed into
a close-knit community, a college
town, a major tourism
center, and a
world-famous industrial
city. Through an
impressive collection
of photographs
drawn from the Dearborn Historical
Museum, Images of
America: Dearborn, Michigan documents the
influential people,
places, and events that have shaped Dearborn’s rich history.
This book traces Dearborn’s spirit of innovation through engaging glimpses of the 19th century U.S. Arsenal, the historic River
Rouge Plant, Mayor Hubbard’s lasting influence, and the legacy
of Henry Ford. From the European settlers who first settled on
the banks of the Rouge, to the streets, buildings, and schools
that were named for them, Dearborn is revealed as a vibrant
urban community with a strong sense of civic pride.

The Bark Covered House
$7.95
A graphic and thrilling description of real pioneer life in the
wilderness of Michigan. Written by William Nowlin, one of the
pioneers who came to the area with his family from the Hudson
Valley in 1834. The struggles and hardships of life in the woods,
noted by isolation and the need to be self-sufficient, are colorfully portrayed.
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Greetings from the Editor
Craig Hutchison

D

earborn has been known for many things throughout its history.
Recognition and reverence for veterans who have served the
United States in the armed forces is certainly prominent among them.
Not long ago, the Dearborn Historical Museum was presented with
the opportunity to not only recognize a World War II veteran, but to
provide him with some help as well. That help is documented in this
issue as Matthew Graff, Collections Manager of the Dearborn Historical
Museum, relates the tale and as an added bonus, was able to record an
oral history interview he did with Word War II veteran Henry Kroll.

29th, 2020, the Museum’s Native American collection was displayed in
the meeting room of the McFadden-Ross House. The event was very
well attended by the public and staff was on-hand to answer questions
and guide attendees through the collection. Find out more about this
event in this issue and look for the next Collections Showcase which is
planned for March of 2020.
One of the iconic institutions which has existed in the Dearborn area
for going on two centuries is the Sacred Heart Parish. The history of
Sacred Heart actually dates back to 1836 and has called several locations
home. Mary Beth Oravec weaves through the background story behind
the life of the Sacred Heart Parish and describes how the parish, in many
ways, parallels the history of Dearborn itself.

Also in this issue, Joseph Oldenburg does a thorough job
documenting the structure where Henry Ford built his first automobile
known as the “Quadricycle.” Although the building has been lost to
history, its use and the role it played as well as its demise provide an
interesting historical topic for readers.

I cannot leave you without my regular call to please consider the
Dearborn Historical Museum as a place to volunteer. The Museum has
many opportunities available and flexibility in terms of commitment
is something staff is sensitive about. Check out the Museum website
which now has a volunteer page listing various opportunities. And even
if you cannot volunteer, please attend an event and support local history.

Mason Christensen, Communications Specialist and Archivist at the
Museum, explores how glaciers from the past helped shape our modernday landscape in his article, How Ancient Beach Ridges Helped Create
Modern Dearborn. Specifically, he highlights areas in Dearborn where
the results of what these glaciers left behind can still be seen today. This
article connects with a lecture that Mason will be giving on March 27th,
2020 at 7 p.m. at the McFadden-Ross House. The lecture is entitled
The Pre-Ford Landscape of Dearborn and is free to the public. Plan
on attending this presentation and learning more about this fascinating
topic.

As always, I encourage you to email me at my address below with
feedback or topic ideas. Visit thedhm.com for more information on
upcoming events and Museum happenings. If you have any questions,
please feel free to email me at craigehutchison@gmail.com

The Dearborn Historical Museum staff recently began a very exciting
hands-on series called Collections Showcase. This series will highlight
collections families with the unique element of allowing the public to
actually handle individual artifacts, with gloves of course. On January

Happy Reading,
Craig Hutchison
Managing Editor
The Dearborn Historian

ENDOWMENT INFORMATION

MUSEUM GUILD OF DEARBORN ENDOWMENT FUND INFORMATION

All donations are tax-deductible.
Name: ___________________________________

Gifts can be made in cash, checks, stocks, bonds and
other assets, as well as by a will. Checks should be
payable to the Museum Guild of Dearborn, noting
the Endowment on the memo line.

Address: _________________________________
City: ___________________________

Checks and pledges can be mailed to:
State: ______ Zip Code: __________
Museum Guild of Dearborn
2612 Burns Street
Dearborn, MI 48124

Telephone: _______________________________
___

For more information, contact the Museum Guild
of Dearborn at (313) 363-3560.

E-Mail Address: ___________________________

If you would like to help us ensure the future of
the Dearborn Historical Museum and its programs
through a donation to the Museum Guild of Dearborn Endowment, please complete this form and return it to the Museum Guild:

I would like to contribute $___________________
to the Museum Guild Endowment.
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A Shed with a History

58 Bagley Avenue in Greenfield Village

by Joseph Oldenburg

Henry Ford built his first car in a shed at 58 Bagley in Detroit. Pictured is a replica of the shed that stands in Greenfield
Village.

Editor’s Note: Joseph Oldenburg served as an adjunct instructor at
Oakland Community College and Director of the Detroit Public
Library - Main Branch. He is presently a Historical Presenter at
The Henry Ford where he informs and inspires the public about
a wide array of historical topics in the Inspiring Histories area.

I

n Greenfield Village, across from Henry Ford’s farmhouse
where he grew up, there stands a brick shed with two doors.
The door on the right is larger than the door on the left. This
shed is a replica of the shed where Henry Ford built his first
car. There has always been a question at The Henry Ford as to
whether the shed contained bricks from the original shed that
stood behind the house where Henry and Clara lived at 58
Bagley in Detroit.

the Michigan Theater, built in 1925, occupied the lot where
58 Bagley had been located.
King checked tax assessors records and discovered that when
Ford had lived at 58 Bagley the house was owned by William
Wreford and that Wreford’s son-in-law, Oscar M. Springer,
looked after the property. By 1929, Wreford and Springer had

Henry and Clara Ford lived at 58 Bagley Ave in Detroit
from December 15, 1893 until July 1897. During this time,
Henry built his first automobile in a coal shed behind the 58
Bagley Ave house, completing the automobile in June 1896
and driving it on Bagley Avenue and Grand River on June 4,
1896.
In 1929, Charles Brady King, a friend of Henry Ford in the
1890s, decided to find out if the 58 Bagley Ave house and the
coal shed were still in existence. King quickly determined that

The original shed shows damage to the corner bricks
which was caused by ice wagons.
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both died but Springer’s wife was still alive. King arranged to
meet with Mrs. Springer and when he went to meet her he was
met first by a nephew of Mrs. Springer, Mr. Fisher, who told
King:

was supposed to be widened and if Ford waited he could have
the building “for a song.” There was a delay in the widening of
Grand River and due to the coming of the Great Depression
nothing further was done.

I know the place well— I used to shovel the snow off the
back roof when Mr. Ford lived there. We had trouble with
the ice wagons—they ripped the corner out of the little shop
in the rear. [This may be why some of the early photos of the
Bagley Shed show a corner of the building with bricks broken
out of the wall.] We have no photographs or records of the
place left- even the books are gone and I believe the place was
torn down.

Regarding the modern storefront on the building, Charles
Brady King said that in November 1936 he was talking to a
friend, William R. Kales, about locating 58 Bagley in 1929
and that it had a modern storefront on it. Mr. Kales said
he had purchased the 58 Bagley building for his wife “with
money earned by the Ford Motor Company while her father,
John S. Gray was president of the company” and that Kales
had “made the building alterations by putting in the storefronts, using structural steel from one of the altered bridges of
the Michigan Central Railroad.” Census records and marriage
records have confirmed that William R. Kales wife, Alice, was
the daughter of John S. Gray, the first president of the Ford
Motor Company.
Between July 1932 and November 1932, James W. Bishop
of the Ford Motor Company negotiated with the Detroit
Metropolitan Corporation, the owners of 514-516 Grand
River, about removing bricks from the side and back of the
building and two or three windows to build a replica of the
coal shed at Greenfield Village. During the negotiations, the
possibility of purchasing the building was discussed. The asking
price was $22,560 to replace the building. It was decided that
was too much to pay for the building, when Henry Ford only
wanted some of the bricks and two or three windows. It was
decided to remove only some of the bricks and replace them
with new bricks and remove two windows. In December
1932, bricks were removed from the east and north side of
514-516 Grand River and two windows were also removed
from the west side of the building. The bricks and windows
were taken to Greenfield Village and it is believed
they
turnthat
to page
9

The “Quadricycle,” as it was called, was too large for
the original door when completed and Henry Ford had to
widen the door to get it out.

Fisher also told King to “Go around the corner from old 58
Bagley and see what you think.”
King went to the building around the corner, on Grand River
Avenue, and found a building with a modern store front.
King walked around the side of the building and after looking
carefully discovered that the building, at 514-516 Grand River,
was actually the 58 Bagley house with a modern store front on
the building. The coal shed behind 58 Bagley had not been
moved with the house. According to Edward J. Cutler, Ford’s
architect who moved buildings for Henry Ford, the original
58 Bagley Ave shed “had already been torn down when we
arrived on the spot. The theater people had torn that down.”
A check of the Baist Real Estate Atlases of Detroit revealed
that the shed was actually torn down sometime between 1915
and 1918.
After King discovered the new location of 58 Bagley he
immediately told Henry Ford. According to Charles Brady
King in his book Psychic Reminiscences, King contacted the
owners of 514-516 Grand River about purchasing the building
and was told the cost would be $289,000. King counseled
Ford to wait to purchase the building because Grand River
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This drawing is a depiction of what Charles Brady King remembered the 58 Bagley Shed looked like and how it sat in
reference to the buildings around it.

but what did get through was that Ford had driven a horseless
carriage built in his shed and on the spot Wreford authorized
that the door be widened so that Henry could get his car in
and out. Perhaps this was the first true garage door!

were used in the replica of the coal shed that stood behind 58
Bagley and where Henry Ford built his first automobile. There
is no indication in the Bishop correspondence that there was
any money exchanged for the bricks and the windows.
Photos of 514-516 Grand River taken in 1929 reveal that the
building was then occupied by the Lola- Bett Tea Room and
a cleaners.

Sources:
1. Ancestry.com- U.S. Census 1880
2. Ancestry.com- Michigan Marriage Records 1867-1952
3. Bagley Ave, Exterior Photos, EI 186, Bagley Ave, Benson
Ford Resource Center (BFRC)
4. Baist, George W. Real Estate Atlas of Surveys of Detroit
and Suburbs. Philadelphia, 1915, 1918
5. Cutler,Edward J., Affadavit on 58 Bagley, January 12, 1945.
EI 186, Bagley Ave, BFRC
6. Ford removing 1st workshop to Greenfield Village, Detroit
Times, December 4, 1932.
7. King, Charles. Psychic Reminiscences. Charles Brady King,
1935.
8. Letters of James W. Bishop June 1932- February 1933.
Correspondence 1908-1932, EI 186, Bagley Ave, BFRC
9. Olsen, Sidney. Young Henry Ford: A Picture History of the
First Forty Years, Detroit, Wayne State University Press, 1997.

The 58 Bagley shed was constructed at Greenfield Village
beginning January 1933 and it was finished March 1, 1933.
According to Charles Brady King in his book, Psychic
Reminiscences, he made the drawings that were used to build
the 58 Bagley shed at Greenfield Village.
The reason that the shed has two different size doors is that
when Henry Ford finished the car and was ready to drive it at 2
am on June 4, 1896 he discovered that the car was too large to
fit through the door on the side of the shed he was working in.
He grabbed an axe and knocked out bricks so the car would fit
through the door. After he drove the car on Grand River and
Bagley he went to bed. When he awoke the next morning he
realized the landlord, William Wreford, was coming for the
rent that morning so Ford quickly found a bricklayer and was
rebuilding the doorway when Wreford showed up. Wreford
was not at all mollified by Ford’s explanations about the door
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Moraine ensured that the modern location of Downtown
Detroit would be the most elevated spot anywhere near the
Detroit River. The naturally high ground provided a suitable
location for Antoine de la Cadillac to build a fort when he
settled Detroit in 1701.

Editor’s Note: This article is closely connected to information that Mason
will present on March 27th, 2020 at 7 p.m. at the McFadden-Ross
House. The lecture is entitled The Pre-Ford Landscape of Dearborn. Join
us for this informative talk about what Dearborn’s earliest settlers encountered

A

pproximately 20,000 years ago, thousands of feet of ice
loomed over the Dearborn and Detroit areas. The final
period of the most recent ice age known as the Wisconsin

As glaciers retreated, Lake Maumee declined in elevation.
Its shoreline was around 800 feet above level near its peak.
Over thousands of years, its water level dropped hundreds of

Ancient Beach Ridges

How

Helped Create Modern Dearborn
By Mason Christensen
Communications Specialist and Archivist, the Dearborn Historical Museum

Beach ridge scenery near Warren and Greenfield - c. 1918

Glaciation had brought glaciers well south into Indiana and
Ohio. Most dramatically, these glaciers had carved depressions
that became the Great Lakes. The retreat of these glaciers left
behind water that shaped many of the modern day landscape
features in Metro Detroit.

feet during various fluctuating stages. During these various
stages, scholars have given the lake different names including
Whittlesey, Arkona, Warren, Wayne, Grassmere, and Lundy.
These names correspond with stages of elevation and periods
when the lake flowed into certain outlets such as the St Clair
River. As the elevation of the lake changed, shorelines moved
and wave action created sand dunes in much of what is now
Metro Detroit stretching from the Canton area into what is
now Dearborn

Several thousand years later, meltwater from retreating
glaciers gradually formed Lake Maumee, a predecessor of Lake
Erie. Its shoreline existed between Plymouth and Northville
stretching southwest to northeast. Just to the west was the
Defiance Moraine which consisted of sediments deposited
by retreating glaciers just over 16,000 years ago. This area
marks the western edge of the Huron-Erie lowland or plain
region which includes most of Metro Detroit and other
topographically flat cities such as Toledo Ohio and Saginaw
Michigan. The force of water and sediment deposits left by
glacial meltwater lakes ensured the flatness of this region.

During the Lake Lundy (also known as Elkton) stage, the
water of prehistoric Lake Erie had declined to just over 600
feet in elevation and its shoreline went through the middle of
what is now Dearborn. As a result, a prominent beach ridge
of sand formed in an arc through Downtown West Dearborn
and south into Taylor approximately 12-14,000 years ago.
This ridge was the reason for the Detroit Arsenal being located
at Dearborn in 1833 because its elevation provided a dry spot
near the Rouge River on what was government land. Many of
Dearborn’s earliest subdivisions that developed by the 1910s
were constructed on this beach ridge and parallel smaller ridges

Around 16,000 years ago, glacial retreat stagnated and left a
significant line of sediments stretching northwest to southeast
within what is now Detroit. This area known as the Detroit
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that developed shortly earlier. South of West Dearborn, the
continuation of the Lundy or Elkton beach ridge provided an
elevated location for building the state road between Dearborn
and Flat Rock in the 1830s that later became Pardee Street. In
an earlier period, at least two instances of Native American
mounds were also constructed on sandy spots within Taylor
near this beach ridge.
The Lake Lundy / Elkton shoreline effectively serves as a
geological divide in the Dearborn area. West and north of that

line, topography away from rivers is slightly more undulating.
To the east and south, longer wave action helped separate
sediments from the till that became clay. This meant that
clay in Eastern Dearborn and neighboring parts of Detroit
was of a much higher quality than other areas. As a result,
it was much more economical for brick manufacturing firms
to locate in that part of the city. Between what is now the
east side of Dearborn and Southwest Detroit, dozens of brick
manufacturing firms opened during the 19th and early 20th
centuries. The abundance of local brick led to their ample
use in Detroit and Dearborn
construction. Clay soils in Eastern
Dearborn and neighboring were
also consequential in that they
led to an increase in paved road
construction. When wet, clay
soils made dirt roads even more
impassible than in the majority
of areas. As a result, the Wayne
County Road Commission was
motivated to pave Michigan
Avenue into the Dearborn area
well before rural roads into
other parts of the country were
completed.

Michigan Avenue in 1910-11 Wayne County Road Commission report

Pardee looking Southward or downhill from Madison. The high ground along Madison
Street in Southwest Dearborn is a remnant of the Lake Lundy / Elkton shoreline.

{ 7 }

Also east and south of the
Lake Lundy / Elkton shoreline
are more flood prone areas. This
is partly caused by these areas
being flatter and lower elevation
than much of West Dearborn
causing water to naturally flow
in that direction. As a result,
many areas south of Downtown
West Dearborn were developed
comparatively late and wetlands
survive even in the present. The
Southfield Expressway on the
border of Dearborn and Allen
Park frequently suffers from
flooding during heavy rains
because it runs in this naturally
low lying zone in the path of
natural water flow. Even in East
Dearborn, many early settlers
avoided areas away from the
Rouge due to swampy low
terrain.
Approximately 11-13,000
years ago, water in Lake Erie
found a new outlet via what
is now the Niagara River. This
resulted in a drop in Lake Erie
water levels and a rapid shift
in its shoreline away from the
Dearborn area. Remaining stream
flow in the area is believed to have
formed a small Lake Rouge near

(left) Lake Rouge shoreline outlined in a 1917 Areal
Geology Map. (above) Lake Elkton Shoreline outlined in a
1917 USGS Areal Geology Map.

Delray and Ecorse before reaching
Lake Erie. The lake was shallow and
only small evidence remains of its
shoreline. However, isolated bits of
high ground along the River Rouge
and Baby Creek on Dearborn’s border
are likely remnants of this lake’s
shoreline. Early immigrants before
1830 often used a road along the
River Rouge instead of what is now
Michigan Avenue because these ridge
remnants provided a drier route. Due
to shifts in the outlets of Great Lakes,
Lake Rouge dried up for a period and
Lake Erie dropped significantly in
water levels. The current water system
in the Detroit area evolved when the
water outlet of Lake Huron shifted
from Ontario’s Ottawa River Valley to
the St Clair River.
Today, evidence of ancient beach
ridges can be found all over the
Dearborn area. Simple dips in the
road, especially in West Dearborn
are often locations where one departs
from a beach ridge. Around Madison
Street in particular, the old Lake
Lundy/ Elkton shoreline is quite
visible. Even more intact examples of
ancient beach ridges can be seen with
the rolling topography at Northview
Cemetery and Union Chapel in
Inkster.

Northview Cemetary Vault August 1960. The topography of the cemetery is a
remnant of the Lake Lundy / Elkton shoreline.
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Honoring

WWII Veteran Henry Kroll
An Oral History conducted by Matthew Graff

O

Daniel Pearson of the Dearborn Army Recruiting Company
presented Henry Kroll with his medals, which included a World
War II Campaign Medal with four bronze stars, an Army Good
Conduct Medal, and a World War II Victory Medal. After the
medals were presented, DHM curator Jack Tate and members
of Henry Kroll’s family also said a few words. Henry spent
the afternoon after the ceremony with his family, friends, and
those who had gathered to witness the event. He fielded several
reporters’ questions, and had a warm smile on his face whenever
shaking someone’s hand or talking about what receiving the
medals had meant to him.

n May 6th, 2019, I had the honor of conducting an oral
history interview with WWII Army veteran Henry Kroll.
He served in the artillery for the 106th Infantry Division and
fought in the Battle of the Bulge. He was one of 17 survivors
of the 107 men in his battery. After the interview, Mr. Kroll
and his family commented that he should have received bronze
stars and several other medals after the war ended, but for some
reason, he never received them.
In the ensuing months, the Dearborn Historical Museum
(DHM), the Dearborn Veterans Center, and the Dearborn
Army Recruiting Company worked together to process the
paperwork needed to finally get Mr. Kroll those stars and medals
over 70 years later. On November 14th, 2019, the official medal
ceremony took place at Beaumont Commons in Dearborn,
where Henry was then residing. Dearborn Police Chief Ron
Haddad, Wayne County Commissioner Sam Baydoun, and
Bill Bazzi, Commander of the Dearborn Allied War Veterans
Council, made a few opening remarks at the ceremony. Major

Although he was in good spirits during the ceremony, Henry
Kroll passed away the following month, on December 18th,
2019. The complete transcription of the oral history interview
has been reprinted below. During the interview, Henry talked
about his early life, his time in the Army, his life afterwards, and
some words of wisdom that have stuck with him throughout the
years.

Matthew Graff: I’m Matthew Graff, Collections Manager
at the Dearborn Historical Museum. We’re here today, on
May 6, 2019, with Henry Kroll, World War II veteran.
We’re here to get his life story and experience pre-war,
during the war, and after. Operating the camera, we’ve got
Ken from the City of Dearborn television. And with your
permission, let’s begin.

Henry Kroll: Yeah
MG: Excellent. Thank you for being here today, Henry.
Please state your full name and birthday.

HK: My name is Henry Kroll and my birthday is
11/17/24.
MG: Very good. Tell me about your childhood. You were
born and raised in Detroit, is that right?

HK: Yep, at 2818 Lawton Street in Detroit
MG: Do you remember anything from grade school, or
when you were young, a real little kid? Did you have a

Dearborn Historian Museum Chief Curator Jack Tate &
Henry Kroll
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Foreground: Major Daniel R. Pearson, Dearborn Recruiting Company Commander, presents Henry Kroll with his medals.
Background, left to right: Wayne County Commissioner Sam Baydoun, Dearborn Police Chief Ron Haddad, & Matthew Graff

favorite sport or hobby?

HK: Well not sports or hobbies, but I did have an
infection. There’s a scar there about an inch and a half
that was infected, and at that time we didn’t have a car,
so a wagon, I sat in a wagon and somebody pulled me
up to the doctor’s. That’s what I remember about that.
I don’t think they had anesthetics, and they, ether was
the only thing, and after it was over they, the getting
me to the doctor , and the doctor told me what he had
to do and put my arm in a sling and going to school
afterwards and everybody was trying to be, how do you
say, light gloves. Treated you real nice.
MG: Okay, and growing up. High school. What do you
remember about any of your classes, teachers, or friends
during high school?

HK: I actually went to high school at Western, which
is off of Clark Street, and actually I was just mediocre
in classes. But I did run track. In track I was the best in
cross country.
MG: Really?

HK: Yeah, actually, and that’s what I remember about
that is the cross country.
MG: And where were you or do you remember where you
were on the date of the Pearl Harbor attacks on December
7, 1941?

HK: I don’t know if I should say it, but we were in a
backyard and there were about 10 of us shooting dice
and somebody came out of the house and said that Pearl
{ 10 }

18 weeks basic training.
MG: Did you have any friends who went to basic with you
in the same spot or did you make any friends while you
were there?

HK: Well I was telling my daughter today that the guy
that I was drafted with from my neighborhood actually,
we went together to the first basic. Second basic I
finished by myself. But the 7 days that was spent in
the hospital made me re-do all my basic training wasn’t
enough where my friend Nolan Powers, he was sent
overseas in Christmas of that year. He was in a building
were artillery shells exploded and he died, which was
when you’re pals with somebody and you know what
you’re into during the war. That’s about it.
MG: When you finished with basic where did you go next?

HK: Well we went to a camp in Indiana from there
I was sent to Boston to overseas and I went to
Southampton England and was shipped to France
from France we disembarked and went on boats that
took us down the Rouen Riven to the front lines where
apparently my brother was in the 99th division and was
parallel with me.

Dearborn Police Chief Ron Haddad presents Henry Kroll
with a WWII Veteran’s cap.

Harbor had been bombed, and for us, it didn’t mean
much, but it did later on. It meant what was happening
in the world. It’s hard to imagine that it got so bad that
it was worldwide. That’s about it.
MG: When did you actually enter the service, and were
you enlisted or drafted?

MG: Which division were you?

HK: I was 106th division. He was in the 99th division.
And one time we tried to see each other but as he was
coming to my camp I was going to his to visit him and
it didn’t work out, but five days later the Battle of the
Bulge started and that’s about it.

HK: Drafted. I was drafted out of Detroit. Went to Fort
Sheridan in Illinois and from there I went to California
for basic training.
MG: Can you tell me a little bit about your basic training?
About how long did it take? Were there any complications
or unusual things that happened during basic?

MG: What was your specialty? Your military occupational
specialty? Was it artillery during the war?

HK: Yes, actually. I had, they put me in an artillery
outfit, which meant that somebody had to pull the
lanyard to fire the gun. I guess I was the one. I had an
infection in my ear and I went on sick bay, and went
to the hospital for 7 days, which put me behind in my
basic training and then I had to redo everything that I
had done.

HK: Yeah. I was finally called corporal, which put me
where the gun would parallel the gun to face the enemy
and we had 5 days of missions that shot shells all over
the enemy
MG: What do you remember most about the Battle of the
Bulge? The sounds, the smells, the things that stuck into
your mind all of these years later?

MG: From the beginning?

HK: Well, as the battle started, it was at night. The
sky was lit up with rockets and I don’t know, but it
lit up the camp just like daylight. They put me on

HK: Start from the beginning again. Which meant that
I was in California for 6 months instead of the ordinary
{
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guard duty, and on guard duty I was there for about
4 or 5 hours and I could see somebody come up from
the background from the enemy side and I had my
finger on the trigger halfway pulled and I thought,
‘while I’m on guard duty I’ll give him a chance’ so I
said ‘who’s there?’ and it happened to be one of our
infantry coming up to tell us what was happening on
the infantry line and actually we could see him coming.
We seen mechanisms, half tracks, and what have you,
and we fired at one, did get one, and he came out of like
the turret side like a machine gun but before he could
fire at us our infantry had killed a guy and that’s why it’s
so hard to talk about. It went on for 5 days we were in
retreat and we were strafed and stuck in a convoy. On
the third day I was so tired I slept right on top of, well
it was a truck that pulled artillery in piece. Everything
ammunition, shovels, stuff was in this truck. I slept
right on top of it. I just couldn’t keep my eyes open
anymore and that’s about that.
MG: What do you remember from the end of the battle?

HK: Did I? What’s after the battle?
MG: After. The aftermath. What was your mind set at or
where were you at the end of the battle?

HK: There were four of us put on perimeter, perimeter
guard, and they retreated and left us there, and there
was no way to get back to them, and we were walking
down the road. We could see a jeep coming and we were
in enemy lines and we could see a jeep coming and he
happened to be the general of the whole division and he
took us to what they call a replacement, and that places
you back in the battle or the hospital or wherever you
got to go. I went to a larger artillery piece and was the
end of that.
MG: During your time in the service, especially when you
were overseas, what do you remember of the food? The
food that you were served. Was it good or was it standard
army rations?

HK: Well what I remember is C-rations, which was
small little cans, they were like pork and beans and hot
dogs and day rations was a chocolate bar which in those
3 days did me a lot of good.
MG: I can bet. What can you tell us about the winters
while you were there? How cold did it get?

Henry Kroll and two of his daughters, Christine DeYoung
and Karen Laczkowski

HK: The winters were terrible. I thought… it was so
cold, bitter, bitter cold, I thought my feet would fall off
on me, but they turned pink. And I thought ‘well, here’s
my chance. I’ll get called back to the states.’ But when
I went on sick bay, they told me ‘there’s nothing wrong
with you and go back. We need you.’
MG: They need you (laughing)

HK: (chuckles)
MG: Did you have any nicknames when you were in the
service? Anything you went by?

HK: They just called me corporal. That was about it.
MG: Did you make friends while you were in the service?

HK: Oh they were all friends?
{ 12 }

I traveled through the country, you know. It’s not like
America, Europe is not like America. And I enjoy it here
so that’s about that. (chuckles)

MG: All?

HK: Because one life depended on another and another
and another. And you have to depend on ‘em. You have
to depend on everybody.

MG: After the Battle of the Bulge, were there any other
battles you took part in?

MG: what can you tell us about your time in Ardennes
Forest? Do you have strong memories of Ardennes Forest?

HK: Yeah, there was like about 4 or 5 months before
I went into army of occupation, but for us (artillery)
we were shooting missions. Observer would give us the
calculations and as we moved forward too it was always
forward after the bulge. Ended up in a city occupied for
a while.

HK: Oh, Ardennes. Well that was where we were posted
to fire over the infantry and that’s where the battle
begun. And there were times we had to cut tree limbs
down and throw it on top of the snow and have our
bedroll over the top of it so it wouldn’t get wet. That’s
where it all began at the Ardennes. And it started at
night which made it more scary.

MG: While you were over in Europe, how aware were you
or what reports were you getting of elsewhere?

HK: Well when the war ended Europe they sent me
back to Boston on a ship and landed and they gave
me a 10 day delay in route, I was supposed to be
shipped to Fort Sheridan to San Diego where I was to
be shipped to South Pacific, but when the time came
they had dropped the Atom bomb and I went back to
Fort Sheridan or wherever it was and from there to Fort
Knox and I was discharged.

MG: I bet.

HK: Yeah
MG: And during the war, was there any place that you
went on leave?

HK: I didn’t go on leave. I had a couple of chances
to go on leave but when I seen going through France
there was nothing that I wanted to go back and see as

MG: What did you do after you were discharged? Did you
continued on page 18

Foreground: Dearborn Fire and Police Department Color Guard arrive and take their places next to Henry Kroll.
Background, left to right: Commander of the Dearborn Allied Veterans Council Bill Bazzi, Dearborn Police Chief Ron
Haddad, & Matthew Graff
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Hands-On Native American
History Collection
by Sara Lange

T

he Dearborn Historical Museum has a little-known
collection stowed away on its shelves. That collection
recently saw the light of day thanks to a hands-on series
the Dearborn Historical Museum has initiated. The Native
American Collection has been a part of the museum since it
began, and spans many different categories. There are dozens
of stone tools (including arrowheads, spear points, celts, axes

While researching the artifacts, the collections team faced
many obstacles, one of which was that there were specific items
which needed to be repatriated. Repatriation is the process
whereby specific kinds of American Indian cultural items in
a museum collection are to be returned to lineal descendants
and culturally affiliated Indian tribes. The kind of items that
are assigned to this category include sacred objects, human
remains, funerary objects, and objects of cultural patrimony.
One of the museums we were able to return some of the
artifacts to was the Logan Museum of Anthropology in Beloit,
Wisconsin. The repatriated artifacts included several baskets,
beaded textiles, tools, medicine bags, bracelets, a deerskin
jacket, and a papoose carrier.
There were numerous other challenges. Some of the artifacts
in the Museum’s collection had epoxy glue which had been
applied from when they were mounted and displayed in the
1950s. The glue was nearly impossible to remove from the
items (made of stone) without compromising their integrity.
Another issue is that many of the items lacked any sort of

This is a close up of some of the arrowheads and points
that were removed from an old display and accessioned.

and blades), Navajo sand paintings, moccasins, trade silver,
and even a cupping stone. These items had, to date, not been
analyzed or studied to any degree and they remained in a
cabinet until recently. Then, everything changed when the
study of the collection was assigned to an intern by the name
of Sara Lange. The main objective Sara was given was to study,
identify and catalog as many artifacts as possible.

{
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These are a pair of beaded Native American doll shoes
from the collection (with a quarter to show scale).
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provenance or information about their origin. This lead to
many hours of research and identification by Museum staff.
There was also the difficulty of determining whether the
artifacts were authentic Native American items or reproductions
meant as representations of original items.
After months of research, identification,
restoration and cataloging, the collection
reached the place where it was ready
for its next event: a Hands on History
Collections Showcase. It was decided that
the best collection to kick off the Hands
on History series with was the one that had
been thoroughly evaluated and recorded and
which had a plethora of items that the community
would love to see (and get their hands on!).
The Native American Collection was
displayed in the meeting room in the
McFadden-Ross House on the night of
January 29th, 2020. The entire Museum staff
had a part in making sure that the event
ran smoothly, with Collections Manager
Matthew Graff and Collections Intern Sara
Lange taking the lead. Items were spread out on seven tables,
with white gloves available on each for handling the artifacts.
Archivist Mason Christensen was also on hand with
historical maps and books, and to answer questions
about Native American tribes who lived in and
roamed around the area throughout history.

of nuts or for starting friction fires).
The Dearborn Historical Museum is thrilled to have such a
positive start to their new quarterly event series, the Hands on
History Collections Showcase, and plans
on holding another hand-on event in
March of 2020. This event will focus
on the Ross Family, and the collection
of artifacts the family donated to the
Museum. During the event, the finished
“Ross Room” exhibit will be unveiled, which
Exhibits Designer Tyler Moll has been working
tirelessly on for the past few months. The Dearborn
Historical Museum staff would like to thank the public for
their continued interest in our collections
and events. Look for future events by
visiting thedhm.com.

(Top) This axe head is handcrafted from
tourmaline and is an Expanded Poll 4/4
grooved axe type. It is grooved at the poll
end for attachment to a handle.
(Middle) Made of flint, a lithic core is an
artifact that is the result of lithic reduction.
A stone is struck to make flakes for arrowhead points, and what is left is a lithic
core.

The event was a smashing success, drawing over
50 people, many of whom had never visited the
museum before. Some of the public’s favorite items
in the collection were the large hand axes, trade silver
and the cupping stone, which received the most “What
is that?” questions. (The cupping stone is an item whose
original use is debated, but is believed to have been used for
one of three functions: the mixing of pigments, cracking open

(Bottom) This disc shaped granite stone
was a gaming stone during the Late Prehistoric Mississippian culture. A discoidal
(gaming stone) was the centerpiece in the
competitive game of Chungke.

(Left) This basket, made of tan birch, is handwoven in a “Whirling logs” design (dark brown symbols resembling swastikas) along
its sides. These symbols were adopted long before they were associated with Nazism. The symbol communicates the sacredness
of the four directions and their relation to the harmony in nature. (Right) This basket is woven with birch and sweet grass.
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Visitors peruse the interesting artifacts from the Native American collection at the Dearborn Historical Museum.

Editor’s Note: This successful program was spearheaded by Sara Lange with some assistance from Matthew Graff, Collections Manager at the Dearborn
Historical Museum. The Museum staff believes deeply in collaborating with various parties for the cause of history. Participating with internship programming is certainly a huge part of this kind of collaboration. Sara Lange is currently an intern at the Dearborn Historical Museum and volunteers
at the Lincoln Park Historical Museum as well. She is involved in researching, identifying, and cataloging the collections, and has mainly focused on
Native American artifacts. She has an associates degree from Henry Ford College in Liberal Arts, and will be graduating with her Bachelors in Anthropology in April from The University of Michigan-Dearborn. Her studies have been focused on archaeology and history, and she has participated in
multiple archaeological projects. In the future, Sara hopes to work in a museum or lab with artifacts, identifying and helping to preserve Michigan’s
history.
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Treasures from the Gift Shop

Vintage Model Cars $3

Vintage Tea Set $50

Antique model cars and wagons with horses,
made in England and Hong Kong.

Vintage pewter tea set made in Holland by
Royal Holland. Tea set includes tea pot, coffee pot, sugar bowl, creamer, and tray.

Assorted Jewelry $2-$3

Cut Glass Cruet $5

Assorted costume jewelry including
necklaces, earnings, bracelets, and
pins.

Small cut-glass cruet with flower design. No
chips, glass in great condition.

Porcelain Dolls $20

Hamilton Collection Porcelain Dolls
with boxes and accessories

Win a Quilt!

The Dearborn Historical Museum is hosting a quilt raffle
throughout the spring and summer. Proceeds from this
raffle will be used to support the museum. Tickets are
$1 each, or $5 for 6. There will be three winners, a 1st
place, a 2nd place, and a 3rd place. Tickets can be
purchased inside the museum office. The drawing will
take place at the commencement of our WWII Hands
On History Event on August 14th.

If you are interested in any of the items you see here, please call the Museum at 313-565-3000
or visit us at 915 Brady Street.
{
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have a wife and get married, or were you already married?

Michael. There’s 4 of em.

HK: I was single, for about a year. I met my wife at a
grocery store, which was the corner grocery store. We
went out a few times and I asked her to marry me.

MG: He actually works as a nurse anesthetist at Beaumont
Hospital, is that right?

HK: Yeah

MG: Now when did you decide to settle down and raise a
family?

MG: What did you do for a career? Or what main job did
you have when you were raising a family?

HK: That was November 15, 1947. We had a wedding,
a three day wedding, and that was it.

HK: Well the most time I spent was as a mailman.

MG: How many children did you end up having?

MG: Okay

HK: There’s four.
MG: Four?

HK: That was it. A mailman for 20 years, 22 years. That
was a pleasant job. It seems like when you’re ready to
drop off mail, somebody is there waiting to get it.

HK: There’s Christine, Cynthia, Karen, and, my son,

MG: Yeah, there might be a letter or something important

From left to right, standing behind Henry Kroll are 2nd Lieutenant Alsawafy, Sam Baydoun, and Bill Bazzi.
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commission to second lieutenant from private and he
was in Saint Vince and Schaumburg at the time, about
50 or 100 Germans were coming down the road and he
jumped up and disabled the vehicle and used the gun
that he had, machine gun, and was all loaded. He did
something I thought was super. He didn’t try to run or
do anything. He went right at them and mowed them
as much as he could. Where everybody was in retreat,
he was moving forward, which, to me, was—

coming in the mail.

HK: And when they get their mail they seem to like to
talk to the mail man. (laughs)
MG: Exactly! Not too many rowdy dogs, I hope, right?

HK: Just once.
MG: Just once?

MG: Not an easy thing to do.

HK: I got bit on the back of my leg. It drew blood. And
they said I had to go to the hospital and they gave me
some kind of shot for something, I don’t know what
it was. But that was just once. I had a couple of them
come at me and nothing happened.

HK: Yeah
MG: Do you have any other memories after the war,
raising your family, fun time with your kids or your wife
that you’d like to share with us?

MG: did you have or do you have any hobbies or clubs
that you’re a part of? Any veterans organizations, maybe?

HK: I enjoyed my family. They’re real close right now,
which I appreciate in my last years. They’re a good
family.

HK: American Legion, I belong to that. Well, the VA is
always close by and I go over to that quite often for my
ears, my glasses, I even got a pension from the army.

MG: Excellent. Do you have any activities or other events
you attend at Beaumont Commons that you like or any
friends here?

MG: Do you have any personal interest like a favorite
movie or favorite type of book? Anything like that?

HK: Really, I try to keep up my exercises and try to
stay as fit as I can. I can’t walk much but I can use the
walker, so I’m pretty well good. Yeah I use what they call
the nu-step exercise and I stay down there for almost a
half hour every day.

HK: That one with Humphrey Bogart. African…
MG: African Queen?

HK: Yeah, that one. I thought that was a good movie.

MG: That’s great. That’s a good regimen to have. I also
understand that you have 8 grandchildren and 9 great
grandchildren. How does it feel leaving behind such a
legacy?

MG: Very good. How did the time, your time in the
service, shape your life?

HK: How did it affect my life?

HK: (laughs) It makes you feel old!

MG: Mmhmm
MG: Oh, well there’s that!

HK: Actually, I keep trying to forget what happened
over there. It never goes away. Sometimes you’re trying
to fall asleep and something will flash and you think
about it again. It just doesn’t seem to go away.

HK: Other than that, they’re sort of glad to see their
grandpa, you know? Or great grandpa. That’s about it.
MG: Do you enjoy spoiling your grandkids and great
grandkids?

MG: After the war, did you stay in touch with any of your
fellow service men or friends from?

HK: Yeah, oh yeah. I like ‘em. You can’t help but like
‘em.

HK: Yes, I did. He happened to be a mail man at
that the same post office that I was in. Believe it or
not, he was in the Bulge, too. And he got a battlefield

MG: Yeah that’s true. They don’t give you too much
continued on page 24
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Sacred Heart Parish:
A Long and Rich History
By Mary Beth Oravec

This is the earliest known picture of the church building which serves parishioners today.
It is a remarkable example of modern Romanesque architecture.

Editor’s note: Mary Beth Oravec has been a member of the Sacred Heart Parish all of her life. Her parents moved to Dearborn in
1939. Oravec is a product of Sacred Heart High School and was instrumental in the beginnings of a museum and archives to house
artifacts from the history of the parish. Today, she serves as Curator of the Sacred Heart Museum collection.

S

Dearborn would no longer continue as a quiet rural area. By
1915, Detroit Bishop John Foley perceived the coming change,
and understood that Dearborn would need a parish that could
service the needs of Catholics in an area destined to become a city.
He assigned a young priest capable to lead the congregation of
73 families through growth that would span decades. That priest,
Fr. Alphonse Sharpe, would move the small congregation from
the small frame church to a new location purchased at Michigan
and Military. There he would build a campus that would sustain
an expanding Catholic population. Sharpe remained pastor for
37 years, until his death in 1953.

acred Heart Church, the impressive landmark at the northwest
corner of Michigan and Military Avenues in West Dearborn,
marked its 90th year of conducting Mass on Christmas Eve of
2019. However, many may not know that Sacred Heart Parish
existed long before the present edifice was begun in 1929. The
history of the Sacred Heart congregation actually began in 1836,
when Irish Catholic settlers were finding their way to the area
that today is known as Dearborn. An early parish biography,
The Beginning and Development of Catholicity in Dearborn,
written by Fr. Matthew Schaeken and published c 1876,
recorded that the first mass was celebrated in a pioneer home in
1836, by a Fr. O’Kavanaugh, who traveled out from Detroit on
horseback. Additional priests were occasionally commissioned to
attend to the small flock’s spiritual needs. The first frame church,
situated near Mason and Park streets was erected by 1848. It was
known then as St. John’s. Pastoral ministry was recorded by Fr.
Schaeken, who himself arrived in 1874. Schaeken saw to many
renovations and even moved the frame church to a slightly better
location. By 1875, he saw that the church was rededicated to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, and by 1876 the nearby church cemetery,
Mt. Kelley, was also dedicated. When Schaeken’s tenure ended,
the rural Catholic community carried on with various pastors
until Fr. Rudolph Marker arrived and stayed 22 years, from 1893
until 1915 when he died.

When Fr. Sharpe arrived on January 3rd 1916, and learned
that the total 1915 total Income was $700, he set to work to
create the support needed to fund his aspirations for the parish.
Within a short 6 months, he had secured subscription money
for the Michigan avenue lots he would need to accomplish his
goals. Plans ensued for funding and development. The first
building was announced in the Detroit Free Press in 1917, and
when finished in 1918 it was hailed by the Dearborn Press for
its architectural beauty. The multifunction building serving as
church, school and social hall, supported parish needs over the
next decade.
The 1920s was a decade of remarkable growth and change for
Dearborn. The one-time muddy Michigan roads gave way to
gravel, brick and concrete. Farms gave way to neighborhoods. The

By 1910, the sleepy farm town was on the verge of a
metamorphosis. With the dawn of the Ford Motor Company,
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With the growth of the area, a new church building was planned. Here, the ground is being leveled in preparation for
erecting the largest building in Dearborn at that time.

Ford Homes district was a new subdivision under construction.
Fr. Sharpe added a rectory in 1924 and convent in 1926 to the
Sacred Heart campus. In 1927, Dearborn became a city, and in
1929 Dearborn merged with Fordson to create an even larger
city. It was time for Fr. Sharpe to move on and achieve his next
big goal. The congregation by 1929 had grown to 300 families

and was still expanding. A proper sized church would be needed
for Sunday worship for Catholic families. By late spring of 1929
construction was underway and projected to be finished by the
end of the same year.

Pictured is the first structure built for the specific purpose
of tending to the parishioners needs. Situated near Mason
and ParkStreets, it was erected in 1848.

“Sacred Heart Church, from an architectural stand point, is a
remarkable example of modern Romanesque. It retains the best
features of the classic form, while adapting it to modern needs

{

By the end of June, plans were reported in detail in a Dearborn
Press article which saluted Arthur Desrosiers as one of the finest
architects of the time as the designer. Laying of the cornerstone
took place on June 23, 1929 on a grand scale. Bishop Michael
Gallagher officiated a service including a procession of 40 priests
and uniformed members of the 4th degree Knights of Columbus
of Wyandotte. The bishop’s brief sermon related back to St. Paul,
emphasizing that religion and politics should not be mixed. The
church was on its way to completion when panic hit the New York
Stock Exchange on October 29th. Despite the Wall Street crash
starting the Depression, construction was completed enough
for Christmas Eve mass to be celebrated in the new church. In
the humblest way, the faithful gathered with gratitude. A table
served as the altar. Subsequently, every organization in the parish
worked to survive the lean years of the Great Depression assisting
neighbors while completing the interior, which was finished by
1937, for the church centennial celebration.
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This multi-functional building was completed in 1918 and served for church, school and social functions.It was the first
Sacred Heart structure on the Michigan Avenue site.

during the very challenging economic times of the 1930s, the
parish survived and the many necessities of Catholic adornment
were added within the church. The altar, tabernacle, a painting
of the Sacred Heart, a baptismal font, organ, pews, the Stations
of the Cross painted on tin, and many other appointments were
added through small and large individual and group donations.
When the Parish observed its 100th birthday in October 1937,
and Archbishop Edward Mooney blessed the church there was a
grand celebration enjoyed by the parish before they returned to
everyday living. In the early 1940s, the first stain glass windows
appeared, depicting the Beatitudes. They were again, paid for by
donations and installed to replace the original clear glass windows.
Next, the Apostle windows were added in the church transept,
installed after World War II. The windows in the body of the
church depicting numerous Catholic Saints at the upper level
and Sacraments and the Rosary mysteries depicted at the lower
level were completed in the 1950’s. St. Cecelia, King David and
St. Ambrose, (all musicians) were created in a glorious grouping
of windows in the choir loft and were the last to be installed. All
church windows were supplied by Detroit Stained Glass Works
(later purchased by Frank Stevens Stained Glass). The primary
installer was Mr. Leo Weeg.

and tastes. Massiveness and strength, simplicity and perfect
proportion, are really the keynotes of the design, characterizing
the structure both without and within. This effect was attained
not only as the result of choosing Romanesque as the basic idea,
but equally with it by the judicious use of brick and cut stone
as the medium of expression. The completed structure is an
object lesson of what a happy union can be effected between
old structural forms and modern structural methods.” Indeed,
Arthur DesRosiers produced a fine example of modern church
architecture.
The church, from a Catholic standpoint, by the theology of the
day was nothing more nor less than a shelter for the altar. “The
heart of a parish, source of its life and the center of its devotions
is not the church itself. It is the altar. The altar is everything,
the church is auxiliary.” The 1937 church centennial booklet
went on to explain that much criticism had been leveled against
many Catholic churches in America-pointing out that many
beautiful church buildings had been built with admirable artistic
adornment, but that the altar appeared as an afterthought. Sacred
Heart was instead designed toward the one thing that matters.
The altar where mass is daily offered and where the Tabernacle
exists is that which was to attract attention of any who entered.

The parish continued to thrive and reached out to the community
at large in a cultural way. In 1968, Sacred Heart played a

Thanks to sacrificial giving and creative fundraising by parishioners

continued on page 24
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Irish roots throughout the church, famous Pewabic tile accents
and beautiful stain glass windows continue to create a welcoming

The interior was designed to have a quiet and simple dignity creating an atmosphere of beauty and devotion. It was
designed to draw attention to the altar.

This aerial view of the Sacred Heart campus is a testament to the long history and footprint the Sacred Heart parish has had
and made on the Dearborn area.
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from page 22

significant role with The Detroit Symphony Orchestra when the
DSO performed the first concert ever given by a major American
orchestra in a church in the United States. The parish has since
continued to host many musical groups over the decades,
including the U of M Glee Club, the Interlochen Chorus,
Toledo Brass, and the Men’s Glee Club from the University of
Notre Dame. In recent years many local chamber groups and
vocal groups have been invited to participate in Summer Music
Concerts.
In 1964, the Second Vatican Council created “winds of change”
that affected issues of worship. Sacred Heart underwent a major
physical alteration in 1969-70 which rearranged pews, organ
placement and moved the altar closer to the congregation. The
transition was not easy for some parishioners who lived through
and loved the original construction. However, during the 19731984 years of Fr. Jack Child’s tenure as pastor, the congregation
became accustomed to liturgical changes that worked with the
physical changes.

Laying of the cornerstone for the present day church
structure took place on June 23, 1929.

Today, the original architectural beauty remains. The church
roof was replaced for the first time in its history in 2017, using
the same tiles as originally used. Amazingly, with modern
equipment the roof replacement took about twice the time as
the original construction of the church. The magnificent high
ceilings, repeated and prominent Celtic cross designs reflecting

setting for the usual events that happen at and near the altar
whether on Sundays, holy day liturgies, weddings, funerals,
baptisms or confirmations. And, true to its original design in
1929, the church continues to be a shelter that directs attention
and a simple dignified focus toward the altar for all who enter
the church to worship.

Irish roots throughout the church, famous Pewabic tile accents
and beautiful stain glass windows continue to create a welcoming
Kroll Interview from page 19

MG: Yeah. Is there a personal saying or motivational
quote that has helped you through life. Anything like
that? Or any words or wisdom you want to pass on to the
next generation?

problems, now do they?

HK: No
MG: No?

HK: I always thought when I was in the army. They
always had a sign up there at that mess hall “eat all you
want, but want all you take.” (Laughs) It isn’t much of a
saying, but comes to mind right now.

HK: No, not at all.
MG: Good, good good. Is there anything else that you’d
like to share with me today, either about your time in
the war or your family life after? Any memories that we
haven’t covered?

MG: Yeah. It stuck with you all these years.

HK: Yeah

HK: Well, not to belittle my marriage and my children,
I often think about the war. It just never goes away.

MG: Well, I would like to thank you for sharing your
memories of your time in the service, your childhood, and
your family life. It was a pleasure talking with you and I
hope you continue to enjoy your stay here and your time
with your family. And I thank you once again, sir, for your
time and for your service.

MG: It left an indelible mark.

HK: Yeah
MG: Always there.

HK: Okay. Thank you. Thank you.

HK: Yeah. You’re always glad to be doing something so
you don’t have to think too much.
MG: Think too much about it all the time

The interior was designed to have a quiet and simple dignity creating an atmosphere of beauty and devotion. It was
designed to draw attention to the altar.

HK: Yeah

{
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Dearborn Historical Museum

Dearborn Historical Museum
Calendar
of Events

March

4th: Haunting Metro Lecture by Jon Milan 7:00 pm

Calendar
of Events
2016-17 Spring

7th: Ghost Hunt 8:00 pm

15th: Kids ‘N’ Crafts St. Patrick’s Day Event 12:00 pm

2016-17 Spring

27th: The Big Read Lecture; The Early Landscape of Dearborn 7:00 pm

March

April

March

25 Spring Craft & Treasure Bazaar 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
1st: Hamtramck Transformed Lecture by Greg Kowalski 7:00 pm
28 25
Historical
Commission
6 p.m.
Spring Craft
& TreasureMeeting
Bazaar 10 a.m.-3
p.m.
11th: STEM Saturdays Make It Move Event 12:00 pm
28 Historical Commission Meeting
6 p.m.
24th: Banjo Concert 1:00 pm

April

April

5
Lecture: Dayton Military Aviation History (Free) 7 p.m.
5Historical
Lecture: Dayton
Military Aviation
History (Free)6 7p.m.
p.m.
25
Commission
Meeting
3rd: Kids ‘N’ Crafts Kindness Rocks Event 12:00 pm
25
Historical
Commission
Meeting
6
p.m.
28 Banjo Concert (Free)
1 p.m.
6th: Ford Homes Lecture by Glenn O’Kray 7:00 pm
BanjoAppraisal
Concert (Free)
p.m.
29 28
Antique
Clinic
10 a.m.-4 1
p.m.
9th: Dearborn Historical Museum Trunk Sale & Dearborn Herb Study AsMay

May

29 Antique Appraisal Clinic

sociation Spring Herb & Craft Sale 9:00 am

10 a.m.-4 p.m.

May

25th: Dearborn Memorial Day Parade 11:00 am

3

Bruce Harkness Lecture:

3 Bruce Harkness Lecture:
Pictorial Hostory of City Hall (Free) 7 p.m.
Pictorial Hostory
of City
Hall (Free) 7 p.m.
Call 313-565-3000
for more
information.
23 23
Historical
Commission
Meeting
6 p.m.
Historical Commission
Meeting
6 p.m.
Donations
cheerfully accepted.

June
June

27 27
Historical
Commission
Meeting
Historical
Commission
Meeting

6 p.m.
6 p.m.

Unless Unless
specified,
all meetings
aboveabove
held held
at McFadden-Ross
House.
specified,
all meetings
at McFadden-Ross
House.
For more
call 313-565-3000.
Forinformation
more information
call 313-565-3000.

June
June30,
30,2016
2016

(313) 278-4870

(313) 278-4870

Village
Village
PICTURE FRAMING & ART GALLERY, LLC

Former Councilman
City of Dearborn

PICTURE FRAMING
& ART GALLERY, LLC
www.villageframingandgallery.com
www.villageframingandgallery.com

Thomas Clark
Thomas Owner
Clark

Owner

22191 Michigan Ave.
Dearborn,
Michigan
48124
22191 Michigan
Ave.

sales@villageframingandgallery.com
Dearborn, Michigan 48124

sales@villageframingandgallery.com

{
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Thank you for preserving the wonderful history of Dearborn!

26
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Robert A. Abraham
Dearborn City Council
Your Councilman since 2002

28

Bricklayer $25
Pioneer Family $50
Ribbon Farmer $75
Historian $100
Commandant $200
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Through Your
Heritage... Today
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